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Project overview - location
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Canberra ACT
Site location
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Project overview
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Complete refurbishment of 
sandstone heritage building
Grade A office building 5,000m2
Substantial data centre 
(125kW)
Incomplete design and 
specification
Lump sum contract
Required commissioning skills
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Performance targets and outcomes
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Separate Base Building and tenancy targets
Base Building > 4.5 Stars NABERS
Tenancy (excl data centre) > 4.5 Stars NABERS
Tenancy (Incl data centre) >1 Star NABERS
NABERS is:
National rating system
Australian buildings, tenancies and homes
measures the energy efficiency and its impact on the 
environment.
It uses measured and verified performance information 
and converts it a 6 star rating scale
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NABERS – as a measurement system
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Four environmental rating tools 
NABERS Energy, 
NABERS Water, 
NABERS Waste and 
NABERS Indoor Environment 
measures actual operational performance of existing 
buildings and tenancies. (energy in kg/CO2/m2/pa) 
www.nabers.gov.au
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Achieved targets
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Base Building reached 4.5 Stars – tracking well
Stretch target is 4.75 Stars
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Achieved targets
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Tenancy (Excl Data Centre) exceeding target
Target is only 4.5 Stars
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Soft Landings – what is it?
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An open source protocol developed by BSRIA and Usable 
Buildings Trust 
For improved delivery, hand over and operation of high 
performance buildings
Continuity of outcome focus across 5 stages
Inception and briefing
Design development & review
Pre-handover
Initial after-care
Extended after-care years 1-3
12 core principles
Rolled out in 2009
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Project challenges
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Incomplete and faulty design
Sub-contractors lack  commissioning experience
Complex system integration (Data Centre)
Poor response and attendance – designers
High security – no comms on site
Demanding client/tenant
Rental review linked to performance
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Methodology
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Planning stage
Develop commissioning plan & procedures
Clear  commissioning objectives 
Establish leadership, define roles and 
responsibilities
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Methodology
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Implementation stage
Structured  and frequent feedback 
Continuous monitoring and verification 
Handover, training and tuning plans
Register of issues 
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Trend log confirming AHU response to temperature 
loop (Moffitt, 2011)
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Methodology
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Tuning stage
As-builts, O&M Manuals and deliver training
Engage with Building manager and 
maintainers
Leadership of tuning and monitoring 
activities
“Close out” issues identified during 
implementation stage
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Heating hot water
consumption well
aligned with target
Trend log of Base Building gas consumption – against 
target (Moffitt, Ardren, 2012)
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Chillers 
tracking on 
target. Nil 
consumption 
in winter
Trend log of Base Building Chiller energy consumption 
(Moffitt, Ardren, 2012)
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Verification against Soft Landings
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Verification against Soft Landings
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Conclusions
Contrary to expectations of failure… 
delivered performance outcome that exceeds industry 
experiences and timelines.
Soft Landings core principles have demonstrated best practice 
outcomes in a timely manner
Additional practices 
more structured in-depth analysis of system operations prior to 
hand-over
planning requirements for the tuning process
defining the Soft Landings lead role through-out all stages
Require active independent verification of planning and execution
define the scope and procurement services post 12 months DLP
define the need for post-occupancy training and coaching for 
occupants and maintainers
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Questions?
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